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This report confirms that the costs and outputs related to Ambos’ Falcon Project: Brigantine 
and give members a snapshot on the viability of our cohousing pilot project. 

 

Thank you to all our members who purchased community shares and donated so generously to 
our match funding appeal. We would also like to acknowledge the countless hours our members 
have volunteered to move this project forward. Special thanks go out to Sarah Butter for her 
cheerful work on bringing our governance policies up to date, as well as Crossley Hill, Coastline, 
and People Powered Homes for undertaking much of the work at risk.  

 

We are still in our first phase of the project (Concept Design & Feasibility) with our budget set at 
£27,500. The project’s current spend as of 21st April 2023 is £29,547.80. The increased spend 
was in relation to having to bring forward an identified task from a later phase, to submit an ‘All 
Matter Reserved’ Planning application to ensure our agreement to purchase the site would 
remain valid 1.  

 

The project currently has an estimated construction cost of £2,671,000 and potential grant 
income of approximately £1.3M from Homes England2. Since our previous request to 
Resonance for Tranche 2 of B(i) funds were suspended, two further development appraisal 
summaries from Coastline Housing and People Powered Homes Ltd. Have been completed and 
now indicated a positive Net Present Value (NPV) and a path to viability via an opportunity to 
partner with a Registered Provider (RP).  

 

Ambos’ community engagement efforts have focused on supporting community workshops in 
partnership with the Rynzine project, which have explored the theme of the housing crisis in 
Penryn. The magazine was distributed to all Penryn households in February. Ambos also 
collaborated with Falmouth University’s Architecture school second year students to explore 
over forty designs for the brigantine site and presented by Ambos to the public during one of the 
Rynzine workshops3. The students will continue to work on the technical delivery aspect of their 
proposals, which Ambos hopes to use to further engage members and the wider community 
with the Brigantine Coho. 

 

Our next step is to execute the option agreement and purchase the site for £330,000 via an 
investment loan by the end of July 2023. We will then raise funds to build the common house 
through a crowdfunding campaign and a community investment offer. This will give members 
and the wider community the chance to make a small percentage return on their investment and 
offer people the opportunity to join in with a community self-build project. 

 

Onward! 

 

 

 

 
1 The overspend is associated with B(i) Tranche 2, subsequent criteria, so not technically an overspend. 
2 Based on Jimm Reed report 02/03/23 and preliminary discussions with Homes England. 
3 Rynzine is a local magazine that goes out to all Penryn households– visit www.Rynzine.org for digital copy. 

http://www.rynzine.org.uk/
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DEVELOPMENT APPRAISAL 

Project Management (combined tender) – Barefoot Architects Ltd. Crossley Hill Ltd. 

£7152.00 

QS - budget cost estimate (combined tender) – Barefoot Architects Ltd. Crossley Hill Ltd. 

Concept Design (combined tender) – Barefoot Architects Ltd. Crossley Hill Ltd.  

Site assessments/surveys:  

• Flooding Drainage - Engineering & Development Solutions Ltd (Letter of Reliance)  £252.00 

• Ecology Extended Phase 1 Survey- Spalding Associates (Environmental) Ltd.  £ 434.76 

• Development Appraisals & OMV values (Coastline Housing) £0.00 

• Development Appraisals (CoHo Ltd / People Powered Homes Ltd) £250.00 

Energy Scoping – Community Energy Plus Ltd. 2x 1hr meetings £0.00 

Land Searches – Ambos Project Services Ltd. £1000.00 

SUB TOTAL £9,088.76 

 

 
 

OPTION AGREEMENT COSTS 

Option Fee  £10,000.00 

 Hine Downing Legal Fees (landowner’s Solicitors) £3,606.00 

Stephens & Scown Legal Fees (Ambos’ Solicitors) £2,400.00 

Land Registry Title Purchase £6.00 

Pre-app & Planning Fee £1586.20  

Resonance Placement fee £250.00 

Accountancy (Lang Bennets). 68.00 

SUB TOTAL £17,916.20 

 
 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT CO-ORDINATION 

Rynzine – Community Workshops, Copy, Printing & Distribution £1275.00 

Liminal – Community Engagement Consultation £150.00 

Diverse Regeneration Company – Advisor (disputed Invoice £1800) £500 (ACTF-offer not 
settled) 

ASSOCIATED OPERATIONAL COSTS 

National Community Land Trust membership – Access to Governance Policy Templates £46.88 

ICO Registration (Data Protection) & Policy Writing £35.00 

IT Software & Webhosting £376.20 

Insurance (related to hosting public events) £209.00 

Sundries (parking, event stationary & snacks)  £16.00 

SUB TOTAL £2608.08 

 

B(I) TRANCHE 1 FUNDING EXPENDITURE GRAND TOTAL £29,613.04 

BUDGET MINUS ACTUAL SPEND  -£2113.04 
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The additional costs incurred where in fact related to Tranche 2 identified costs, but the 
necessity of needing a valid planning application submission, dated within 4 months of the 
Option Agreement start date, to ensure it was not breached, resulted in the need to pay for this 
element sooner. This decision ensured extension backstops were secured and protected our 
members investment. 

 

 

 

 

 

A training morning for Board members was organised on the 24th of September at the Jubilee 
Warehouse. A CLT ‘health check’ provided by the National Community Land Trust Network, 
provided the board with a framework to assess the weakest links of the organisation. Ambos 
have recently joined the NCLT to access Governance support and resources to help build a 
more resilient organisation. 

 

Critically, this training identified missing core policies that will safeguard members and guide the 
board as we move forward. 

 

Since then, Sarah Butter has help create a set of policies, which will be reviewed by our legal 
team for compliance. These policies are available on request and will be available via our 
website after their formal review. 

 

 

 

The 6-month Option Agreement terms exchanged between Ambos and Paul Mundy on 
Wednesday 10th August 2022. This agreement contained extension backstops predicated on 
Ambos submitting a valid planning application within 4 months of from the start date of the 
agreement4.  

 

The Option has a longstop date of 10th August 2023, but this comes at a cost of £4,000. 

 The main terms of the Option are as follows: - 

• Option Fee - £10,000.00. 

• On completion, we will be required to pay the £330,000.00 (less the deposit paid on 
exchange). 

• The option was for an initial six months from 10th August but extendable under the terms 
of Clause 4. 

• This provides for an extension of two calendar months if at the end of the initial option 
period either the planning decision is still awaited, or an appeal has been submitted, yet 
you have not received the decision notice (we are in this period which runs to 10th April 
2023).   

• Clause 4.3 also allows for a further extension, for a period of four weeks, in the event 
that you are awaiting a written decision or the outcome of an appeal. This extension can 
be obtained by paying £1,000.00 for each four-week extension, as budgeted under 
tranche 2, line ‘£2000.00 legal fees. 

 
4 Page 9 -Paragraph 3.1 of the signed Option Agreement. Available on request. 
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• Even with extensions, the option agreement is subject to a longstop date of twelve 
months, which means that no further extensions will be permitted beyond that date, and 
unable to exercise the option. 

• The Option Notice is conditional on planning permission having been granted. The 
extended determination date for planning permission is now 15th May 2023. 

• When the option is exercised through service of the Option Notice, we will also need to 
pay a deposit of £23,000.00. Therefore, we will need to ensure that such funds are 
available. 

• Completion is scheduled to take place twenty working days after the date of service of 
the Option Notice. 

• We will need to ensure that the remaining balance (i.e., the purchase price less the 
deposit paid on exercising the option) is available in good time. 

• If we do not exercise the option, then all documentation relating to the planning 
application is to be provided to the owner within ten working days. 

 

 

Barefoot Architects developed a concept design and submitted it for Pre-application advice form 
Cornwall Council. Option two formed the basis for the initial scheme costs estimates and 
development appraisals5. These appraisals identified the funding gap and the need to reduce 
construction costs, improve revenues, and approach Homes England for grant funding6. 

 
Figure 1: Sketch of early concept design 

 
5 The pre-app can be viewed by searching the following reference PA22/01494/PREAPP here: Simple Search (cornwall.gov.uk) 
6 The archived appraisals are available on request. 

https://planning.cornwall.gov.uk/online-applications/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=planningregisterlink&utm_campaign=planning
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Initial informal advice from Cornwall Council Planning, by email, established the principle of 
development, but with no formal advice issued from planning, left the Board with the decision to 
press ahead with an ‘All Matters Reserved’ planning application, to ensure conditions were met 
regarding the Option Agreement backstops. Cornwall Council validated the planning application 
on Tuesday 29th of November 2022. 

 

After submitting the planning application, our assigned officer requested further information from 
us. This included a Biodiversity Net Gain calculation, an Affordable Housing Statement, and a 
Parameter Plan. However, we had to redesign the scheme before providing this information 
request as the initial design was beyond our budget. Unfortunately, Community Land & Finance 
CIC’s (Resonance) hesitance to release further funds in December 2022 led to uncertainty 
about continued funds. This uncertainty led to the termination of our contract with Barefoot 
Architects. Crossley Hill was novated to undertake the contract and complete work ‘at risk’, 
along with Coastline Housing and People Powered Homes, also agreeing to work pro bono. 

 

The revised planning design can be viewed on Cornwall Council’s Planning Register by 
searching the following reference PA22/10343 here: Simple Search (cornwall.gov.uk). As you 
will note the Application is for 14 homes, but since then, one workshop has been designated as 
an apartment for the purpose of improving the revenue estimates in the viability appraisal, so 
the scheme now stands at 15 homes.  

 

 
Figure 2: Proposed Plans 

https://planning.cornwall.gov.uk/online-applications/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=planningregisterlink&utm_campaign=planning
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Figure 3: Ariel Overview 

 

 
Figure 4: Southwest 'Pocket Park' 
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Figure 5: North Elevation and EV car club. 

It should be noted that the planning application reserves the matters of ‘Design’ & ‘Access’, 
partly to allow for greater community involvement in the design process post planning approval, 
and to establish the Heads of Terms and easements for the EV car-club on Cornwall Council 
Land. 

 

 

 

The current overall estimated Project Value is £3,001,000 including construction costs and fees. 
This figure and the Land cost price of £330,000.  

 

 

 

Since the last iteration of the cost plan, the scheme pursued an alternative option identified 
during the pre-app stage, as it was more suited to achieving the cost reductions we needed. It 
was initially rejected as it was considered less sympathetic to the surrounding burgage plots that 
define the historic growth around Stoke House.   
 
Using this as a starting point for discussions with PH Homes, who provide a ‘kit of part’ building 
system that achieves the Passivhaus standard efficiently and affordably, the option was adapted 
sufficiently to enable Ambos to gain a quote for the PH15 system for £731,200 +Vat. This would 
provide the superstructure, the MVHR system and the triple glazing. This cost certainty allowed 
for a reduction in some of the contingency associated with cost uncertainty. 

 

The new design was more compact, reduced the amount of circulation space, lifts and stairways 
and greatly reduced the underground areas previously associated with onsite parking. The form 

https://www.phhomes.co.uk/
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Figure 6: Summary of Construction Costs 

factor, which is the ratio of the treated floor area (TFA)7 in relation to the exterior surface area of 
the building, also played their part in reducing the cost from the previous assessment. 

 

The full report is available in appendix A. 

 

 

 
 

 
7 The TFA is the heated spaces in relation to the external area of the building facade. 
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Figure 7: Cutaway Illustration of the Common House using the PH15 system by PH Homes. The 
system efficiently uses engineered timber portal frame to reduce material waste, while providing 
a wide cavity to super-insulate the frame. 
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Figure 8: Balance sheet provided by People Powered Homes Ltd. 

 

Looking at the above, you can see that the construction budget with a slightly broader set of 
fees and oncosts and the land costs have been included, as well as some broad assumptions 
around development borrowing costs. Overall, rounding to about a £3M total scheme costs. 

 

The overall Gross Development Value of the completed dwellings is around £2.6m; so, the 
overall disparity isn’t as acute compared to the previous report. 

 

For the purposes of an illustrating an affordable scheme, here we are looking at an Affordable 
Rent scenario; with a subsidy of £86k per unit (as discussed with Homes England). Rounding, 
this brings in £1.3m. For an affordable scheme, this leaves a net long term loan requirement of 
just under 1.7m. 
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1. Amount 
2. Repayment 

 

If Ambos were self-developing, we would need to borrow against the value of the properties. In 
this case – if the properties had a restriction for affordable rent the valuation is affected and 
becomes “Existing Use Value – Subject to tenure” – (EUV STT/SH) in short- the restriction 
means that a bank would be restricted in disposing of the properties to a social housing 
provider. This restricts the value to around 60-65% of Market Value (with vacant possession- 
MV-VP). This might be surmountable, depending on any ease of restrictions which would allow 
a lender to assess a higher value for the properties.  

 

Second is a more difficult issue- if self-developing, a provider must meet monthly payments 
which are fixed, like a normal mortgage- and still make a rental surplus each year. With this 
level of borrowing, the rents will not service the loan- the scheme is unviable with Ambos 
undertaking the development by itself.  

 

 

The problems mentioned above can be resolved if Ambos worked with an RP who has a broad 
borrowing facility which is based on wider housing stock. For the first problem, the value of the 
site is not an issue as the borrowing is added to the overall borrowing facility the provider has, 
secured against other homes elsewhere. 

 

Secondly, because these are often broad facilities the RP doesn’t need to make a surplus from 
the outset - it can pay off what it can afford in the early years- so long as it is not making a loss; 
and then as the debt slowly reduces it can overpay the debt allocated to the scheme. Typically, 
RPs rely on a scheme being able to repay a scheme debt within 40 or 50 years. 

 

On this basis, a long-term repayment cashflow and can show that, all things being equal, it is 
possible for an RP to manage a cost of 1.7m for the 15 properties and repay within roughly 30 
years.  

 

Obviously, all RPs have their own financial assumptions and variables, so this is open to some 
further investigation- but overall demonstrate that the scheme can be plausibly viable on this 
basis. 

 

 

Potentially – the CLT would own the freehold of the land – and lease on to the RP on a long 
lease basis. This could be pre- development, with the RP acting as developer, or post 
development- selling the completed properties for the RP to take on.  

 

This kind of arrangement has plenty of precedent- for instance, it has been widely practised by 
Wessex CLT / Middlemarch Associates, with various RPs in the Southwest. 

 

The RP would let and manage the homes, While Ambos having some influence (but not control) 
over the criteria of who was housed (i.e., priority for local connection, for instance). The lease 
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could also have some form of buy-out clause for Ambos to retake the properties, subject to 
repayment of debt and grant.  

 

The arrangement would potentially also work with a mix of some other tenures- e.g., some sale 
or shared ownership- but these would need mor detailed modelling to be certain. 
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This assessment gives some confidence that, with the right partner, the scheme can be 
demonstrated as potentially viable.  

 

 

 

Ambos CLT has enlisted the help of Coastline Housing’s development department in order to 
assess the financial viability of Brigantine Coho. 

 

In assessing the viability of the development, Coastline has assumed the standard defaults 
which they would apply to their own Coastline development, these include: 

• Bank interest rates, overdraft and negative balances 

• NPV discount rate (6.85 – 7.10) 

• NPV discount period (35 years) 

• Management costs 

• Maintenance costs 

• Service costs 

• Voids and bad debts (4.00%) 

• Major repairs 

• Rental income, Open Market / affordable and social rents. 

• Milestone dates for the planning and construction period 

• Construction On-costs 

• Contingency (12%) 

 

The financial viability appraisals used the following accommodation with gross internal areas as 
listed below: 

 

1 x 1b1p +Work unit − 37m2 (shower only) Plus 22.5m2 workspace 

1 x 1b1p − 37m2 (Shower only) 

1x 1b2p − 50m2 

8 x 1b1p − 41m2 (Bathroom) 

1 x 2b3p − 62m2 

1 x 2b4p − 70m2 

2 x 3b4p − 74m2 

Common House = 87m2 

 

Crossley Hill Chartered Surveyors have supplied unit costs assuming MMC8 systems are used 
and as such the construction unit cost for appraisal purposes are £2,000/m2.  

 

The financial models include a £1.27m grant from Homes England. 

 

 
8 Modern Methods of Construction (MMC) is a term used to describe an innovative process that focuses on developing new ways of 
building high quality homes faster. It is not limited to any specific material or method. 
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Coastline Housing development modelled 3 different models with different tenure mixes: 

 

• 100% affordable – Affordable rent / rent to buy and Shared ownership. 

 

• 100% affordable – social rent / shared ownership 

 

• OM cross subsidy – with social rent and shared ownership 

 

AR/ SO mix with grant 15 units with common house - £-53,369 (negative) 

Social Rent / Shared ownership rent with common house - £-122,299 (negative) 

Open Market cross subsidy with social rent and shared ownership with common house- £26,589 
(positive) 

 

The full set of Proval9 appraisals can be provided on request. 

 

The appraisals show that a financially viable schemes are achievable when an element of cross 
subsidy is present, illustrating the Cohousing ethos of mixed tenure homes and common space 
will produce a financially viable scheme. 

 

Further models are presently being explored which are to focus on a mix of Social Rent and 
Shared Ownership and Rent to Buy tenures at a 50/50 split. Based on Further discussions with 
Homes England after sharing these latest appraisals, this split would attract higher grant 
subsidy from Homes England and potential further support from Cornwall Council to deliver 
more social rent (indicated by initial meeting with Cornwall Council Affordable Housing and 
Policy Team).  

 

 

 

The 10% Match funding, to release tranche 2 of B(i) funding from Resonance, has been meet 
and exceeded10, thanks to an increase of new members and the generosity of our existing 
members. Membership now stands at 114. Below is a summary of the distribution of support11.  
 

B(I) TRANCHE 2 MATCH FUNDING  

Source of funds No. of sources Amount of funds 

New and existing members purchasing Community Shares 22 £1343.00 

Donations 16 £1309.00 

TOTAL   £2652.00 

 
9 Proval is an industry standard software for evaluating the financial viability of construction projects. 

10 Bank statements were included in previous Revision P01. 
11 The names of members and individual sums contributed, have not been included for GDPR protection. 
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On the 10th of April 2023, the Option Agreement will reach its first Backstop, The Board 
recommend it is extended to 15th May for the Sum of £2,000. Ambos’ Board recommend that 
Resonance release Tranche 2 of B(i) funding decision to allow for this to proceed, based on the 
improved viability assessments.  

 

Furthermore, as the current planning application determination date has been set for 15th May 
2023, The Board recommends that Stephens & Scown takes action to execute the further 
backstops, extending the option until the 10th of August 2023, to give the board sufficient time to 
respond to the determination before deciding to purchase the site. 

 

The board recommends that Resonance release B(i) tranche 2 funding as soon as possible to 
allow the following: 

Legal professional Costs  

• Legal fees towards extending the option agreement.  

• Develop HoTs for Easements with Cornwall Council and Partnership with RP 

• Progress Charitable Status application 

• Accountancy fees £4000.00 

Project Management – Crossley Hill 

• Assist with strategic decision making. 

• Advise on risk management strategy. 

• Update Project Execution Plan. 

• Liaise with the design team. 

• Advise on procurement strategies/route. 

• Conduct planned negotiations. 

• Coordinate legal advice. 

• Manage the integration and flow of design information. 

• Ensure regular review and reporting of budget to the Society. £4750.00 

Project Scoping 

• Jimm Reed - People Powered Homes (Coho Ltd) to lead on the development of a business 
plan with support from the Board, Coastline and other consultant resulting in an application to 
Homes England. 

• Energy Scoping report  

£2000.00 

£1000.00 

• Development of Crowdfunding campaign film and social media strategy £4000.00 

Further community engagement coordination:  

• Develop workshop aimed at securing future residents and new members -Wikihouse build 
event/course with CNC Craft Ltd (Aaron Moore) & Ellie Birkhead  

• Further development of the Allocations Policy (local Lettings Policy) £3400.00 

Design Development of option 3 with PH Homes & Release of Planning conditions. 

 £4500.00 

GDV valuation from AW Surveyors on updated design 
£1000.00 

Further Development of Defra baseline net biodiversity gains strategy £600.00 

Training 

Crowdfunder training with Crowdfunder UK for leading board member  £1000.00 

Contingency £1000.00 

Resonance Placement Fee £250.00 

TOTAL including Match funding of 10% £27,500 
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Since December 2022, we have made significant progress in preparing the Brigantine Coho 
project for further funding and investment opportunities. The redesign and subsequent 
appraisals have shown that the project is viable and has a clear path to success. 

 

We have had productive discussions with Homes England, which suggest that grant support is 
likely if we partner with an RP. To move forward with the project, we need to extend the option 
agreement, which is identified in Tranche 2 of Resonance’s B(i) decision notice. 

 

We must also resume conversations Cornwall Council to establish legal agreements for 
easements and the EV car club on Pemarin carpark. 

 

Time is of the essence. We need to focus our efforts on developing a comprehensive business 
plan for Brigantine that will support the purchase of the site at the end of the Option Agreement. 

 

 

 

 

Name Action Due date 

Charles Lewis (CLFCIC -
Resonance) 

Review report and confirm B(i) tranche 2 allocation.  

 

10/04/2023 

Miguel Fernandez  Contact Stephens & Scown and landowner to discuss 
actioning the Option Agreement extension  

10/04/2023 

Phil Crossley  Arrange Draft HoTs for Easements, RP Partnership & 
Land Purchase investment. 

14/04/2023 

George Gillow  Correspond with Coastline to chase further tenure mix 14/04/2023 

Leo Forster & Eve Bourrat Organise next Members event engagement 
programme 

28/04/2023 

Sarah Butter (ACTF) Review local lettings Policy Template with CC Policy 
Team 

01/05/2023 

Matthew Thomason Develop Crowd Funding Campaign 28/03/2023 

 

 

 

End of Document 

 

 

 


